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Waterlow Bi-coloured Boudica and
Parliament Dummy Stamp Found
No longer are only mono-coloured copies recorded

Quarter 3 2015

Rembrandt’s ‘St George and the
Dragon’ Dummy Stamp
An image, albeit from within a book, now finally seen

Issue Date
Printer
Design

Said by some collectors to be 1929.
Rembrandt Intaglio Company, Lancaster.
St George and dragon, with POSTAGE
& REVENUE in plain lettering above,
and ONE PENNY below.
Face Value
One Penny.
Process
Photogravure.
Sheet Size
___ (__ rows x __ dummy stamps).
Marginal Marks None seen.

Readers are possibly
familiar with the blue
dummy stamp shown
alongside, bearing its
Pageant of Postage
Stamps overprint in red.

The image of the dummy stamp above is reproduced
from the book History of Industrial Gravure
Printing up to 1920 by Otto M Lilien, published by
Lund Humphries, 1972. As this is a monochrome
book with unknown imagery scale, the colour and
size of the dummy stamp is therefore unknown. Can
anyone help, please, especially regarding colour(s)?
Well, it was always assumed that a bi-coloured
issued version had been produced, as two colour
separated die proofs are known in a major private
collection of Cinderella stamps (as shown above).
A partial sheet of 40 copies of the find has surfaced
in France, probably missing two bottom rows. *

With the book title stating “…up to 1920” the date of
issue of the dummy stamp seems unlikely to be
from 1929, despite what some collectors say.
Full credit to St George for his brave actions, but
this depiction shows him slaying a dragon that is not
much bigger than a large dog! *
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Help with Scans Requested, please

De La Rue Phosphor Trials

Do you recognise these items from their description?

Phosphor only sheet recently offered for sale

As much information as is known about these items
is recorded below and your help would be much
appreciated in tracking down these three unseen
images, please, as your compiler has had no luck.

Previously recorded in Dummy Stamps, Captain
James Cook appeared on a set of trials produced by
De La Rue in 1968 when undertaking its first
experiments with phosphor banding.

Bradbury Wilkinson:
Issue Date
Design

1879.
Falklands Islands head and small central
ornaments at each side which would have
contained the plate numbers. Design understood to have also been submitted for a
pantographic process stamp.
Face Value One Penny.
Process
Letterpress.
Sheet Size ___ (__ rows x __ dummy stamps).
Marginal Marks _________________________.

De La Rue:
Issue Date 1920s / 1930s?
Design
Steamer on the High Seas.
Face Value _________________________.
Process
_________________________.
Sheet Size 50 (__ rows x __ dummy stamps).
Marginal Marks _________________________.

Harrison and Sons:
Issue Date
Design

19____.
Britannia head, London roof-scape and tree.
Experts in the production of postage stamps,
poster stamps and commercial stamps.
Face Value _________________________.
Process
_________________________.
Sheet Size ___ (__ rows x __ dummy stamps).
Marginal Marks _________________________.

The sheet states in manuscript at foot: “Ultra Fine
Grade T.P.A. Printed 9./1-./68. Wet o/s.” TPA =
terephthalic acid. See DS4 for full story of labels.

Chris Chatfield's Great Britain Commemorative
Labels pre-1950 [GB, 1991] records the existence
of the Harrison dummy stamp described above. It
is not illustrated in Chatfield and the issue date is
unclear. *

Cartor: Taipei 2015 Void Label
Example spotted by reader with VOID overprinting

Example dummy
stamp with the
colours intentionally
saturated to better
reveal positioning of
the phosphor.

It is not known whether full sheets of the Cook
design still exist (reports appreciated), but recently
an unprinted sheet with just the phosphorescent
vertical bands was offered for sale.
The line drawing (kindly done by Graham Eyre) is
depicted to scale, with the bands shown here in
black. Note the exceptionally large left margin. *
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Harrison Springbok Block Offered for Sale
Your compiler had not seen this version with its red defacing line before

This attractive imperforate block comprising ten copies of the Springbok design, a red vertical line and the
word MUSTER (specimen) in black. It was recently sold on eBay for £112 and attracted 12 bids. At the price,
it was a good purchase at just £11.20 per dummy stamp. *

DLR rarely seen Dummy Stamp

Bradbury, Wilkinson engraver

A print-related design promoting the company

Name of craftsman has now been revealed…

There is an interesting stamp production related
dummy stamp that rarely comes-up for sale, but did
so recently.

Thanks to the kindness of a reader of the printer
forum at stampcommunity.org who pursued a query
for your compiler, we now know that it was Bob
Godbehear of Bradbury, Wilkinson who engraved
the Queen Charlotte of Luxembourg dummy stamp.
The 1926-35 definitive series from Luxembourg,
attributed to American Bank Note Co. [USA],
very closely resembles the dummy stamp. The
issued stamps were engraved by Robert Savage
(1868 -1943) at ABNC.

This is the 1960s (can anyone confirm a more
precise date?) item from De La Rue.
Spirited bidding saw the item sell for £31.01. *

I am told that Bob was apprenticed in 1921 and that
he would have been at the end of his apprenticeship
in 1928 when the dummy stamp work was allegedly
done, "and a copy job of a nice stamp would be just
the thing to give to a young engraver aspiring to do
portraits". Another query resolved! *
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Sir Walter Scott Dummy Stamp
Sheet format now known

This dummy stamp design has been featured here before and is repeated solely because a full sheet of 32 (four
rows of 8 dummy stamps) of the black printing has recently been sold by Gibbons, thus revealing the format.
A green single copy is also known and many more colours are probably yet to be recorded. *

(left) Notes from the album page.
(above) Philatelic Journal of GB, Vol 89, Dec 1979.

Waterlow: Bogus Items Discovered
What a waste

The following three items were recently offered on eBay. The fact that they are collector-inspired rubbish
(albeit probably from many decades ago) is not in doubt. What a waste of nine otherwise fine dummy stamps.
The dealer stated “(Bogus?)” and offered the single for £2.99 and each block for £4.99. *

2d handstamp used in
a variety of ways. Why?

Closed Albums
Three collectors have passed away

I am sad to report that three collectors involved with Dummy Stamps have passed away. The latest death is
that of Francis Kiddle RDP HonFRPSL in October, Leslie Wilkinson (September) and Ian Pittway (July),
each of whom gave me long-term support by contributing to this publication with both material and/or kind
words. They will be missed. My thoughts go out to their family and friends, in particular to Charles Kiddle,
brother of Francis, a respected authority on poster stamps and also a regular contributor to DS. GLENN *
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Bradbury, Wilkinson Revenue Stamp Dummies: Queen Victoria’s Head
New discovery made of BW Victorian dummy stamps

Mono-coloured version

Normal scan. (Left) Saturated colour to better reveal detail. (right)
Colour saturation of the paper's appearance [ignore quadrille]. (Centre)
Tri-coloured version

Normal scan.
Saturated colours.
The items are so delicate they were scanned directly from the album page, hence quadrille!
Issue Date
Design
Text

Face Value
Process
Sheet Size
Marginal Marks

Presumably prior to the death of Queen Victoria in 1901, but not confirmed.
Head of Queen Victoria in oval, central to design.
BRADBURY, WILKINSON & CO. / LONDON / & PARIS. / TIMBRE MOBILE /
BOLLO MOBILE / REVENUE STAMP / SELLO MOVIL". There is an
overall background of diagonal lines and two flower heads by Victoria’s portrait.
None.
Thought to be letterpress.
___ (__ rows x __ dummy stamps).
Unknown

These are strange items, printed on a transparent substrate on the gummed side of the paper NOT on the
face. This approach of printing on reverse was also utilised in Austria for some of its revenue stamps. The
ink had become slightly damp over time on the sample owned, and had transferred the text onto the album
page, correct way reading helping to prove that it was indeed printed on the reverse side.
The scans are poor, despite being taken directly from the dummy stamp owing to the printing method. In
fact, the clearest way of viewing the text and design is held to the light like stained glass. The paper (see
scan), aside from being wafer-thin, is most odd and it is thought that the overall raised pattern (visible on
both sides) may have been applied after printing as a further security feature. *
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Cartor Souvenir Sheets Given Away at Singapore 2015
Attractive perforated and die-cut personalised self-adhesive sheet produced for above show

This sheet was given to visitors at Singapore 2015. It was largely printed offset, with the middle vertical pair
of publicity labels printed as a (misplaced) personalised (digital?) ‘overprint’. Numbering is letterpress.
Note how the six labels have a die-cut frame line around the outer edge so that they may be peeled off. *

Sheet from reverse showing the block
of perforations and their position.

^ colour
saturated
Numbered sheet. The die-cut frame lines are visible on the scan behind.

Enlargement of letterpress printed
gold sheet number.

Personalised label (l), offset pair (r). All imagery on this page is to differing scales.
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Cartor Coils at Singapore 2015

Bradbury, Wilkinson Air Letter

Two paper types make for an interesting issue

Rarely seen dummy stationery item on offer

This world stamp exhibition ran from 14-19 August
2015. The Cartor stand had a Post and Go machine
on it that was dispensing the two Year of the Goat
dummy stamps shown here.

The 9 October 2015 sale from British stamp dealers
and auctioneers Argyll Etkin will include an
attractive dummy Air Mail Letter Card postal
stationery item, as described and shown below.

There are two points to note. Firstly, the labels do
NOT exist dated 14, 15 or 16 August. The
machines were only operational on the 17, 18 and
19 August. Secondly, the machine was preprogrammed to NOT issue any form of a receipt.

“1933 Air mail letter card, unfolded proof in issued
design but with a red "Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.
Ltd" dummy stamp instead of the Iraq 15f stamp
that appeared on the issued air letter, fine and
scarce.” Est.£250. Sold for staggering £1,600. *

Of possible interest to specialists is the fact that
there are two paper types and this is presumed to be
an intentional thing, possibly (i.e. not proven) to test
in a fully controlled environment potential changes
to the way that British Post and Go labels might be
produced. It is stressed that this is speculation at this
time.
The paper types are:
1. Glossy coating on picture only - not on the white
part to the left of the dummy stamp.
2. Glossy coating all over the dummy stamp surface.

A Specimen version
of the issued form is
depicted below.

On all examples seen with coating on the picture
area only, the design with a blue upper half always
has various degrees of ‘chipping’ to the top edge.
vvv

v

v

The all-yellow dummies on the same strip are never
affected by chipping. *
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Graphics Philately Association

DLRG Dummy Stamp Update

An unpaid promotion in support of the USA-based GPA

The printing process was not as described in DS38

Without printing, there would be little need for, nor the
ability to produce, postage stamps. These fascinating
little posters, often works of art in their own right, reflect
nearly every subject you can think of, and thousands are
related to the history of graphic communications.

A knowledgeable reader has advised that the DLRG
dummy stamp featured last time is Austrian in
origin and was printed by the OeSD (Austrian State
Printers) in direct intaglio and photogravure not, it
would seem, direct intaglio and indirect intaglio as
believed by your compiler.
The print location would certainly make sense
based on the fact that the designer and the engraver
were both based in Austria.
If DLRG operated in the same way as the likes
of WIFAG, then it is just possible that the design
was first printed in Germany, where the presses
were manufactured, before shipping to OeSD. This
would have enabled the manufacturer to check the
operation of the machine before it was re-assembled
at the print works of the purchaser. *

This is the collecting area that members of the GPA
specialise in. Why not join them? Your compiler has
been a member for many years and is pleased to promote
the group here. Please mention DS to Larry. *

Yet More eBay Rubbish
Three more Queen Victoria examples found for sale

A reader rightly queried the inclusion of these items
within these pages. However, as they bear the name
Thomas De La Rue on them, new reports of ‘finds’
will continue to be listed, lest they cause confusion
to would-be purchasers in the future.
Similar items with the names of real countries
will never be listed here, as they mimic actual
stamps and not dummies from a stamp printer. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. *
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